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An explicit canonical transformation is constructed to relate the physical subspace of Yang-Mills theory to the
phase space of the ADM variables of general relativity. This maps 3+1 dimensional Yang-Mills theory to local
evolution of metrics on 3 manifolds.
A long standing problem in Yang-Mills theo-
ries is whether its dynamics can be written in
terms of gauge invariant variables. This is very
important for our understanding of connement
in QCD. One option is to write the theory as dy-
namics of Wilson loops. However these are non-
local variables and their evolution equations are
dicult to handle. Another approach has been
to use composite variables constructed out of the
non-Abelian electric [1{3] or magnetic elds [4,5].
In three dimensions, gauge invariant formula-
tion of Yang-Mills theory was carried out in close
analogy to gravity in [6]. A similar approach was
tried out for 3+1 dimensions in [7], but the theory
turned out to be quite complicated. Here we do a
manifestly gauge invariant formulation of 3+1 di-
mensional Yang-Mills theory using Ashtekar like
variables. This formulation is also closely related
to ADM formulation of gravity. We identify the
physical variables and the Gauss law and then
rewrite the Hamiltonian in terms of the new vari-
ables.
Starting with the usual Euclidean partition
function, we introduce an auxiliary eld Eia and






(−H+ i ~Ei  ∂0 ~Ai)g. (1)
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where Bai is the usual non-Abelian magnetic eld.
The phase space of the theory is dened in terms
of the canonically conjugate variables Aai and E
a
i .
These variables are not free, but satisfy a con-
straint equation which is the non-Abelian Gauss
law
∂i ~E
i + ~Ai  ~Ei = 0. (3)





ijk~ej  ~ek (4)
Assuming jjEjj = jjejj2 is nonzero, we obtain eai =
jjEjj 12 (E−1)ai . Next we introduce the connection
~~Ai(E) such that
ijk(∂jek +
~~Aj(E) ~ek) = 0 (5)
This is the unique connection one form which is
torsion free with respect to the driebein e. ~Aai
and Eai together satises the non-Abelian Gauss
law as follows from (3) and (4). Let us denote the
dierence between ~Ai and
~~Ai by ~ai. In terms of
the new variable ~ai the Gauss law can be written
as
~ai  ~Ei = 0 (6)
2Note that since ~ai is the dierence between two
connections, it transforms homogenously under
gauge transformations.
The transformation from fAi, Eig to fai, Eig








ijk~ei  ∂j~ek (7)
We now want to make a variable transformation
from the pair faai , Eai g to the pair fpiij , gijg. We
will again do it by a canonical transformation.
The main reason for using canonical transforma-
tions is that this leaves the phase space measure
in the functional integral invariant in terms of the
new variables. As the variables (a, E) are more
in number than (pi, g), we rst augment the lat-
ter set by a canonically conjugate set fχa, θag.
The relation between the old momenta and new
coordinates are
gij = ~ei  ~ej. (8)




where eij is a symmetric matrix and Oja is an






To construct the full transformation, consider the
generator of the canonical transformation
S(pi, χ, E) =
Z (
(~ei  ~ej)piij + θa(e)χa

(11)

























In terms of these new variables, Gauss law be-
comes
(~ai  ~Ei)a = 12(M
−1)ab [θ]χ
b (16)
where M is dened by
OT (θ)O(θ + δθ)  1 + T aMab (θ)δθb. (17)
It is important to note that the canonical mo-
mentum piij drops out in the Gauss law equation.
With the new variables, the Gauss law is imple-
mented by simply setting χ = 0. We have thus
achieved a separation between the physical mo-
menta piij and the constraint momenta χ. This is
in direct analogy to ADM decomposition of the







d4x fpiij _gij −NµCµg (18)
where piij and gij are the physical variables and
Nµ and Cµ are the constraints involving the lapse
function and shift vectors. In terms of the new
variables, our partition function becomes
Z =
Z
Dgij Dpiij DθaDχaδ((M−1)ab [θ]χb)
exp
Z
(−H′ + ipiij∂0gij + iχa∂0θa). (19)
θa represents the gauge degrees of freedom.
We may adopt the Faddeev-Popov procedure to








Now we have to rewrite the Hamiltonian in terms
of the new variables. The relations between the








jkgjkeia − 2pijkgikeja). (23)
Here eia has to be regarded as the symmetric
square root of gij . Hence it has only six degrees of
freedom and not the usual nine. From (21) (~Ei)2
3becomes g
ii
jjgjj . For Bi[A] we can do an expansion
about ~A[E]




ijk(aj  ak). (24)
Bi[ ~A[E]] can be expressed entirely in terms of gij
and its derivatives. In fact it is related to the
Ricci tensor.
Bai [ ~A[E]] =
1
4jjejjijk lmnRjl gkm e
a
n (25)
To evaluate the square of the last term in (24),
we use
ijk(aj  ak)  imn(am  an)
= (~aj  ~am)(~aj  ~am)− (~aj  ~aj)2. (26)
Here nally ‘a’ has to be replaced by the expres-
sion in (23)
Let us dene Γkij [g] by the equation
(Di[ A[E]]ej)a = Γkij [g]e
a
k. (27)
Now we can replace Dk[ A[E]] by the covariant
derivative corresponding to Γkij [g] when acting
on gij or piij . Thus ( ~Bi[A])2 and hence the
full Hamiltonian can be written in terms of lo-
cal gauge invariant quantities.
We have thus mapped the physical phase space
of Yang-Mills theory onto the phase space of the
ADM variables and the dynamics is now a lo-
cal evolution of the metrics on 3-manifolds. The
constraint variables and physical variables are ex-
plicitly separated and this greatly simplies the
imposition of Gauss law. The theory is now de-
scribed in terms of gauge invariant unconstrained
variables.
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